
The Brick Tavern Increases Speed of 
Service and Streamlines Operations with 
Unmatched Point of Sale Solution

THE PROBLEM

When Matt Quillen first opened The Brick Tavern in Charleston, South 
Carolina, he was not aware of the challenges and triumphs that were to 
come. Not too long ago, Quillen was unsure of The Brick’s future, after 
a devastating fire ravaged his first location. 

Some five years later, the local pub is thriving in its new location. 
Delicious food, cold brews, and fresh cocktails can be enjoyed regularly, 
with $4 happy hours every weekday. Sports fans are able to watch the 
game on any of its 10 flat screen TVs, while friends can relax with bar 
games and free Wi-Fi, or spend time with their furry companions on 
the large outdoor dog-friendly patio. Free live music on weekend nights 
are followed by the signature Sunday Funday Bourbon Bacon Brunch.

After going to such great lengths to provide a phenomenal customer 
experience, it’s clear to see why The Brick has experienced a surging 
comeback, and is now seen as a local favorite. In fact, its popularity 
has given way to new challenges—finding the right combination of 
human capital and technology to serve up stellar experiences for the 
large crowds it continues to draw. 

Quillen and his team saw the vital need for a point of sale (POS) 
system that had unstoppable reliability and unmatched performance 
for handling a high volume of transactions at a demanding pace. 
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Objectives
Implement a point of sale that can reliably 
keep up with high-volume consumer 
demand as well as integrate with 
accounting to reduce time spent managing 
day-to-day business processes.

Solution
RPOWER POS with Quickbooks Integration
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Quillen also saw the value of accessible support and service that could quickly resolve issues with as little 
downtime as possible.

Additionally, The Brick’s volume of transactions was no longer conducive to manual, time consuming 
accounting processes. The Brick needed a way to streamline their day-to-day sales data with their 
accounting software.

THE SOLUTION

After researching different options, The Brick chose RPOWER POS for their point of sale solution because of its 
unmatched flexibility, reliability and speed, as well as the high caliber of service and support provided by not 
only RPOWER, but also e-Coast Systems, the local solutions provider who did the install. 

The experts at e-Coast Systems had the RPOWER solution up and running within one day and training the staff 
took a mere three hours. With RPOWER, The Brick not only had the reliability and speed they needed to meet 
customer demand, but they also benefitted from better business visibility with RPOWER’s cloud reporting. To 
allow for seamless, automated integration of POS transactions with accounting, e-Coast Systems equipped 
The Brick with RPOWER’s Quickbooks desktop integration. Touchscreen terminals with built-in receipt printers 
were installed to cut down on transaction time. Impact printers and a kitchen display system were provided to 
expedite the order process and streamline kitchen communications.

THE RESULTS

The speed and reliability of RPOWER’s POS solutions have significantly cut down on the time it takes to 
process transactions. Now, The Brick can serve customers with more speed and efficiency, which in turn 
enables them to increase the number of customers they can serve, helping to grow the bottom line. 

“RPOWER is phenomenal and my staff loves it. The system is faster than any other POS system we’ve used in 
the past. This allows us to serve more customers because we aren’t waiting for the system to catch up,” said 
Quillen. “Additionally, the customer service from e-Coast Systems is unmatched. They are always available 
and willing to help anytime, any day, with any situation whenever I need them. That is where most other POS 
companies are lacking.”

When it comes to bookkeeping, RPOWER’s Quickbooks integration has allowed the restaurant to save a 
significant amount of time every day. “I no longer have to enter the daily sales into my QuickBooks every day,” 
Quillen says. “The system automatically does it for you at the end of every day. They also have an entire report 
site that can give you every possible date report you could want for your business.”

With streamlined workflows, increased productivity, and added peace of mind of reliable software and timely 
support and service, Quillen can now spend more time allocated to business strategy. To discover how your 
restaurant can meet business goals today and tomorrow, learn more about RPOWER.
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